Perceptual influence of auditory pitch on motion speed
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There is a cross-modal mapping between auditory pitch and many visual properties, but the relationship between auditory pitch and motion speed is unexplored. In this article, the ball and baffle are used as the research objects, and an object collision experiment is used to explore the perceptual influence of auditory pitch on motion speed. Since cross-modal mapping can influence perceptual experience, this article also explores the influence of auditory pitch on action measures. In Experiment 1, 12 participants attempted to release a baffle to block a falling ball on the basis of speed judgment, and after each trial, they were asked to rate the speed of the ball. The speed score and baffle release time were recorded and used for analysis of variance. Since making explicit judgments about speed can alter the processing of visual paths, another group of participants in Experiment 2 completed the experiment without making explicit judgments about speed. Our results show that there is a cross-modal mapping between auditory pitch and motion speed, and high or low tones cause perception shift to faster or slower speeds.

Introduction

When people experience external events, their sensory system receives multiple inputs and transmits them to the perceptual system, which then integrates these inputs for disambiguation. In this process, spatial and temporal information is usually the key to information integration (Calvert et al., 2004; Frens et al., 1995; Jones & Jarick, 2006; Shore et al., 2006; Slutsky & Recanzone, 2001; Spence & Driver, 2004; van Wassenhove et al., 2007), but cross-modal mapping between different senses also contributes to information integration. A large number of researches now show that many nonarbitrary associations appear to exist between many different basic physical stimulus attributes or features in different sensory modalities. For example, in synesthetes, a color may evoke a smell (Gilbert et al., 1996; Kemp & Gilbert, 1997), a visual shape may evoke an additional taste (Gal et al., 2007), a pitch might produce an additional sensation of smell (Belkin et al., 1997), and so on.

Pitch is involved in a lot of cross-modal correspondences, which is the auditory feature that we investigated. In speeded reaction tasks, participants responded more quickly to the written word “high” in the presence of a high pitch and more quickly to the written word “low” in the presence of a low pitch (Melara & Marks, 1990), suggesting that the association between linguistic labels of spatial location and pitch is not arbitrary. In addition to its association with linguistic labels of spatial location, pitch also affects the speed of visual target location recognition: In a series of rapid categorization tasks, participants responded faster to a high visual stimulus in the high-pitched condition and responded faster to a low visual stimulus in the low-pitched condition (Evans & Treisman, 2000).
When horizontal responses were required, compared to nonmusicians, musicians showed faster and more accurate horizontal associations in response to low-pitched tones on the left and to high-pitched tones on the right (Lidji et al., 2007; Rusconi et al., 2006).

The brightness of the tone’s timbre might contribute to spatial association. Pitteri et al. (2017) investigated the spatial musical association of response codes (SMARC) effect in a group of nonmusicians. The results suggest that the SMARC effect is due to a coherent change of pitch-height and brightness, and the effect emerges along the vertical axis only. Soon after, He (Pitteri et al., 2021) studied the SMARC effect with musicians as subjects and compared it with previous results. The latest results showed that the coherent modulation of both pitch-height and brightness elicited the strongest SMARC effect, independently of music expertise.

The loudness of tones is often addressed spatially in Western languages. Bruzzi et al. (2017) investigated whether loudness might also have a spatial representation and found that participants were faster in a situation where they pressed the key at the top to report louder sounds and the key at the bottom to report quieter sounds. The result supported the view that loudness might be represented spatially. Moreover, visual motion makes sounds louder (Maniglia et al., 2017). When auditory stimuli were of the same intensity, participants judged the sound accompanied by the moving disc as louder. The effect was still present for mid-to-high intensities. Moreover, the effect on pitch was reversed compared to the observed loudness, with mid-to-high frequency sound accompanied by motion rated as lower in pitch with respect to the static intervals.

The pitch vertical correspondence was found also in children (Nava et al., 2016), with an adult-like sensitivity to the correspondences still developing by age 5 years. Moreover, spatial ability can be developed. The researchers found that both pitch and numbers activate parietal regions (Sandrini et al., 2004; Schmithorst & Holland, 2003) and share similar spatial mental representations (Keus et al., 2005). This suggests that pitch training can improve spatial ability (Brochard et al., 2004) and be used for mathematics achievement (Cheek & Smith, 1999).

In addition to corresponding spatial position, pitch also matches other visual attributes. One is the lightness and darkness of a surface. Participants matched a higher pitch to a lighter surface and a lower pitch to a darker surface, responding more quickly to a lighter surface with a higher pitch and a darker surface with a lower pitch (Marks, 1987; Martino & Marks, 1999; Melara, 1989). Another is shape. Marks (1987) designed two visual stimuli (an upturned “V” and an upturned “U”) to explore the impact of pitch/shape on processing human information and found that participants would match a higher pitch with the more angular shape and a lower pitch with the more rounded shape. In addition, pitch matches size. When determining the size of the second variable-sized disk, participants responded significantly faster and more accurately in congruent cross-modal trials (such as a high pitch and a small disk), demonstrating that a task-irrelevant pitch can significantly influence participants’ responses in a rapid visual size discrimination task (Gallace & Spence, 2006). The results were similar in other studies (Grassi, 2005; Moore, 1977). Evans and Treisman (2010) designed nine speeded classification paradigms to study four cross-modal mappings of auditory pitch to visual position, size, spatial frequency, and contrast and found spontaneous cross-modal correspondence between auditory pitch and vertical position, size, and spatial frequency features but not contrast.

Although researchers have generally adopted different experimental approaches, a large number of researches have converged on the conclusion that there are many nonarbitrary cross-modal correspondences between various pitch and visual stimulus features. However, the relationship between pitch and motion speed is rarely discussed in these studies. Whether there is a cross-modal correspondence between pitch and motion speed is the focus of our research. Pitch is mainly determined by frequency (Grassi et al., 2013). In real life, when a car is driving, its engine usually makes a sound, and the faster the car goes, the faster the sound frequency increases. The same is true for insects: Other things being equal, the frequency with which an insect flaps its wings is proportional to its flight speed. The faster the insect flaps its wings, the higher the pitch it emits, and the faster it flies. These phenomena mean that different tones of pitch may alter people's perception of the speed of movement. We hypothesize that there is a relationship between pitch and speed and that this relationship affects people's perception of speed. So when the target is moving at the same speed, people may make different judgments of how fast the target is moving in the presence of different tones.

Previous studies have shown that cross-modal mapping between pitch and visual properties may occur automatically and affect specific behaviors when participants make associations (Spence, 2011). Therefore, we are also concerned about whether the relationship between pitch and motion speed will affect behavioral measures. The question of whether the association between pitch and motion speed affects specific behavioral measures or only cognitive measures depends on the difference between cognitive and behavioral measures. Researchers have devised several methods to reveal the difference between cognitive and behavioral measures. Two of the more effective methods apply visual illusions. One method uses the Ebbinghaus illusion: Two circles of the same size are placed on a picture, one surrounded by some larger circles and the other surrounded by some smaller circles; the circle
inside the larger circles will look smaller than the circle inside the smaller circles. Haffenden and Goodale (1998) experimented with this illusion, in which participants were required to indicate the apparent size of a circle or pick it up. Their results showed that the Ebbinghaus illusion was reflected in size estimation rather than gripping. Furthermore, the Ebbinghaus illusion has been shown to be limited (Brenner & Smeets, 1996; Daprati & Gentilucci, 1997; Marotta et al., 1998), and the systemic differences it causes are usually small or even inconsistent. The other method uses a visual illusion that induces the Roelofs effect, and this method causes large and consistent system differences. In this visual illusion, an object is surrounded by a frame positioned on one side of the observer's midline. The actor must verbally describe the location of the target in the presence of an offset frame and point to the target as soon as it disappears from the view. The results showed that even if participants had perceptual localization errors, the motion behavior toward the object was still accurate (Bridgeman, 1992; Bridgeman et al., 1997).

This study aims to investigate the connection between pitch and motion speed, so the perception of motion speed is key to the study. In a target collision experiment, the human brain must estimate the target collision time accurately to intercept a moving object successfully. Since the speed of a moving object is key to predicting the collision time of a target (Assmus et al., 2005; Assmus et al., 2003; Bares et al., 2007, 2010; Beudel et al., 2009; Bosco et al., 2008; Coull et al., 2008; Field & Wann, 2005; Reilly & Mesulam, 2008), target collision experiments can be used to study the human perception of motion speed. In our target collision experiment, a small ball moved down the computer screen, and participants had to attempt to block the ball with a baffle. When the participant pressed the mouse, the baffle was released and moved directly to the right. Participants were tasked with releasing the baffle at the exact moment it was needed to block the ball. Besides the cognitive measures, our study obtained an action measure (Witt, 2018). Specifically, the time to release the baffle provided an action measure of perceived speed: If the ball looked faster, the participants should have released the baffle earlier. If the ball looked slower, the participants should have released the baffle later.

Experiment 1 consisted of practice blocks and experimental blocks. Participants first took a practice block, all of which were carried out without tone, and no data were collected. Then they took an experimental block, all of which conducted with different tones. After each trial, participants were asked to rate the speed of the ball on a scale of 1–5. The speed score and baffle release time were recorded and used for analysis of variance. Participants were asked to rate the ball speed after each trial, which meant they had to make clear speed judgments. However, previous studies have shown that making explicit judgments may affect participants’ perceived effects (Bridgeman, 1992; Vishton et al., 2007), so we designed Experiment 2. In this experiment, participants did not take a practice block or have to judge its speed after each trial. The final results showed that both explicit judgment and action measures showed the influence of the pitch-induced cuing effect on the motion measurement of perceived speed, and the pitch-induced cuing effect still pertained in the absence of explicit judgment.

**Experiment 1**

**Method**

**Participants**

Twelve participants from the Air Force Engineering University (aged between 20 and 25 years, mean age: 23 years, $SD = 1.04$; six men and six women) took part in the Experiment 1 with informed consent. All of the participants reported having normal or corrected vision and hearing and were not informed of the purpose of the study.

**Stimulus and apparatus**

The stimuli were displayed on a 51-cm × 29-cm monitor with 1,920 × 1,080 resolution. The participants sat 57 cm from the monitor screen, their head position stabilized with the help of a chin brace. The screen displayed a baffle and a small ball. The baffle on the screen was 6.0 cm long and 1.0 cm wide, and the center of the baffle was 22.0 cm from the left of the screen and 1.5 cm from the bottom of the screen. The ball had a radius of 1.0 cm, and its center was 27.5 cm from the left of the screen, and its vertical position was set to either 3.0 or 7.0 cm from the top of the screen. The ball moved at four speeds, which were 2.0, 4.0, 6.0, and 8.0 cm/s. The baffle moved at a fixed speed of 2 cm/s. Figure 1 shows the beginning of the trial with a low ball.

![Target collision experiment scene](image-url)
At the beginning of each trial, the ball on the screen immediately moved down. Participants held down the left mouse button to release the baffle, which moved directly to the right at a constant speed. During the movement of the ball and the baffle, if the upper edge of the baffle blocked the path of the ball, the ball stopped on the baffle, and the trial was deemed successful. Otherwise, the ball would not land on the top edge of the baffle, and the trial was considered a failure to block.

**Experimental procedure**

Participants tried to block a ball with a baffle. When the participant pressed the mouse, the baffle was released and moved directly to the right. The speed and height of the ball were the variables in the experiment.

The whole experiment consisted of practice blocks and experimental blocks. Each block contained 24 trials with all combinations of pitch (high, low, and none), ball speed (2.0, 4.0, 6.0, and 8.0 cm/s), and ball position (high and low). The order was counterbalanced across participants. After each trial, a screen with the word “next” was presented for 4,000 ms before the next trial began. Participants first took a practice block, five times in each condition, for a total of 120 trials. All of trials were carried out without tone, and no data were collected. Then they took an experimental block, 10 times in each condition, for a total of 240 trials. After each trial, participants were asked to rate the speed of the ball on a scale of 1–5 but received no feedback on speed judgments. The speed score and baffle release time were recorded and used for analysis of variance. Before the experiment began, participants were informed that auditory stimulation provided no information about the ball’s speed.

In the experimental block, the stimuli used in some trials came in pairs, one auditory and one visual, with the same beginning. At the beginning of these trials, the ball on the screen immediately moved down, and a high (1,500 Hz) or low (300 Hz) sinusoidal tone that lasted for 10 s started playing immediately. Sound was presented at a comfortable listening level and played through speakers on the left and right sides of the computer screen. Other trials were carried out without tone as a control group.

**Results**

The data collected in the experiment were divided into two parts: One was the baffle release time, which was the reaction time of the participants from the beginning of the trial to the pressing of the left mouse button. The other was the score of the participants on the speed of the ball, and the higher the score, the faster the ball was thought to be moving by the participants. These data were processed by R software, and the afex package was used to analyze the significant differences between different experimental factors and their interactions.

The experimental data of the response time of the participants were used for repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with pitch, ball speed, and ball position as the within-subjects factors. The results showed that the ball position significantly affected the baffle release time, $F(1, 11) = 5,167.17, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.998$. When the ball was lower, the participants released the baffle earlier. The ball speed significantly affected the baffle release time, $F(2.36, 25.96) = 71,729.59, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p > 0.999$. When the ball was faster, the participants released the baffle earlier. The interaction between ball speed and ball position was significant, $F(1.91, 20.99) = 1,104.87, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.990$. We focused on the effect of pitch on baffle release time. The results showed that baffle release time was significantly affected by pitch, $F(1.35, 14.84) = 46.12, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.807$ (see Figure 2). Additionally, the interaction between pitch and ball position was not significant, $F(1.94, 21.39) = 0.01, p = 0.991, \eta^2_p < 0.001$. The interaction between pitch and ball speed was significant, $F(4.52, 49.72) = 4.27, p = 0.003, \eta^2_p = 0.280$ (see Figures 3 and 4). The interaction of pitch, ball position, and ball speed was not significant, $F(4.12, 45.36) = 0.15, p = 0.964, \eta^2_p = 0.014$.

The interaction between pitch and speed was significant, so the pairwise comparison test of pitch (high, low, none) was carried out, and the results are shown in Table 1. We found that when the ball was moving at a lower speed, there was no significant difference in response time between the high tone and the no tone; there was a significant difference in response time between high tone and low tone; the difference of reaction time between low tone and no tone was significant. On the contrary, when the ball...
was moving at a higher speed, there was no significant difference in response time between low tone and no tone; there was a significant difference in response time between high tone and low tone; there was a significant difference in response time between high tone and no tone. When the tone was lower, the participants released the baffle later to block the ball at a lower speed. When the pitch was higher, the participants released the baffle earlier to block the high-speed ball. What this means is that the low-speed ball was thought to move more slowly at a low tone, and the high-speed ball was thought to move faster at a high tone.
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**Figure 3.** Relationship between average baffle release time and ball position and pitch in **Experiment 1**. The error bar is a 95% confidence interval calculated internally by the participants.
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**Figure 4.** Relationship between average baffle release time and ball speed and pitch in **Experiment 1**. The error bar is a 95% confidence interval calculated internally by the participants.

After each blocking trial, participants rated the ball’s speed. Match the speed score to the ball speed: The score 1 matched the ball speed of 2.0 cm/s, the score 2 matched the ball speed of 3.5 cm/s, the score 3 matched the ball speed of 5.0 cm/s, the score 4 matched the ball speed of 6.5 cm/s, and the score 5 matched the ball speed of 8.0 cm/s. These velocities were treated as perceived velocities and used to calculate the point of subjective equality (PSE) of ball speed, and a high PSE score meant the ball was considered to be moving faster. PSEs were used for repeated-measures ANOVA with pitch and ball position as within-subjects factors, as shown in **Figure 5**. The results showed that pitch significantly affected PSEs, $F(1.87, 20.56) = 311.24$, $p < 0.001$, $\eta^2_p = 0.966$. The influence of ball position on PSE was not significant, $F(1, 11) = 0.25$, $p = 0.626$, $\eta^2_p = 0.022$. The interaction between pitch and ball position was not significant, $F(1.22, 13.42) = 0.32$, $p = 0.624$, $\eta^2_p = 0.028$.

By calculating the effects of each measure, the effect of pitch on perceived speed can be compared directly. The effect is calculated by subtracting the score of the higher pitch from the score of the lower pitch (PSE or RT) and then dividing by the score of the higher pitch. The paired-sample $t$ test showed that there was
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**Figure 5.** Relationship between average PSEs and ball position and pitch. The error bar is a 95% confidence interval calculated internally by the participants.

### Table 1. Results of pairwise comparisons in **Experiment 1**.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>2.0 cm/s</th>
<th>4.0 cm/s</th>
<th>6.0 cm/s</th>
<th>8.0 cm/s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No tone/low tone</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.747</td>
<td>0.866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No tone/high tone</td>
<td>0.463</td>
<td>0.890</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low tone/high tone</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
a significant difference between the two measures of the effect, $t(11) = -8.47$, $p < 0.001$. Figure 6 shows a comparison of the two measures. The higher the score, the more obvious the influence of pitch on the perceived speed of the ball. A positive score means that the higher the pitch, the faster the ball appears. Each point represents an individual participant, and each participant has a point for each of the two measures. The results show that both measurements show the pitch-induced cuing effect on the perceived speed of the ball.

Experiment 2

Method

Research has shown that making explicit judgments may affect participants’ perceived effects. Therefore, an additional experiment must be designed. In Experiment 2, the experimental environment was the same as in Experiment 1. The difference was that participants did not take a practice block or have to judge the speed of the ball after each trial.

The stimuli used in some trials came in pairs, one auditory and one visual, with the same beginning. At the beginning of these trials, the ball on the screen immediately moved down and a high (1,500 Hz) or low (300 Hz) sinusoidal tone that lasted for 10 s started playing immediately. Sound was presented at a comfortable listening level and played through speakers on the left and right sides of the computer screen. Other trials were carried out without tone as a control group.

Twelve participants participated in Experiment 2; none of participants had participated in Experiment 1. Before the experiment began, participants had to move the baffle by clicking the left mouse button 10 times. They took an experimental block, 10 times in each condition, for a total of 240 trials. The baffle release time was recorded and used for analysis of variance. Before the experiment began, participants were informed that auditory stimulation provided no information about the ball’s speed.

Results

The experimental data of the response time of the participants were used for repeated-measures ANOVA with pitch, ball speed, and ball position as the within-subjects factors. The results showed that the ball position significantly affected baffle release time, $F(1, 11) = 12,566.72$, $p < 0.001$, $\eta^2_p = 0.999$. When the ball was lower, the participants released the baffle earlier. Baffle release time was significantly affected by ball speed, $F(2.39, 26.29) = 61,266.12$, $p < 0.001$, $\eta^2_p > 0.999$. When the ball was moving faster, the participants released the baffle earlier. The interaction between ball speed and ball position was significant, $F(2.31, 25.42) = 2,297.45$, $p < 0.001$, $\eta^2_p = 0.995$. Importantly, pitch significantly affected baffle release time, $F(1.98, 21.83) = 40.63$, $p < 0.001$, $\eta^2_p = 0.787$ (see Figure 7). Additionally, the interaction between pitch and ball position was not significant, $F(1.80, 19.81) = 0.02$, $p = 0.968$, $\eta^2_p = 0.002$. The interaction between pitch and ball speed was significant, $F(3.70, 40.65) = 3.58$, $p = 0.016$, $\eta^2_p = 0.246$ (see Figures 8 and 9). The interaction of pitch, ball position, and speed was not significant, $F(2.62, 28.87) = 0.32$, $p = 0.783$, $\eta^2_p = 0.029$. The results showed that the pitch still affected baffle release time even when a clear judgment was not made.
The interaction between pitch and speed was significant, so the pairwise comparison test of pitch (high, low, none) was carried out, and the results are shown in Table 2. The results obtained are similar to those obtained in Experiment 1: The low-speed ball was thought to move more slowly at a low tone, and the high-speed ball was thought to move faster at a high tone.

### Analysis by synthesis

Data from the two experiments were combined to determine whether making an explicit judgment affected the size of the effect of pitch on the baffle release time. With the experiment as the intersubject factor and pitch, ball speed, and ball position as the within-subjects factors, repeated-measures ANOVA was performed. The ANOVA results of all factors and their interactions are shown in Table 3.

The results showed that baffle release time was significantly affected by pitch, $F(1.75, 38.41) = 86.50, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.797$. Furthermore, the interaction between the experiment and pitch was not significant, $F(1.75, 38.41) = 0.07, p = 0.912, \eta^2_p = 0.003$ (Figure 10). Therefore, when an explicit judgment was not made, pitch still influenced the action measure of baffle release time, and the speed judgment did not influence the effect of pitch on the baffle release time.

### Discussion

The purpose of this experiment is to explore the relationship between pitch and motion speed. According to the data, even though the ball was moving at the same speed, there was a significant difference in the release time it took for the participants to release the baffle at different tones. In this experiment, the motion measurement of releasing the baffle could be used to evaluate the perceived speed of the ball. Specifically, when the participants thought the ball was moving faster, the earlier the movement of releasing the baffle occurred; on the contrary, when the participants thought the ball was moving slower, the later they released the baffle.

In our experiment, the length and moving speed of the baffle as well as the falling height and speed of the ball determined the success rate of the baffle blocking the ball. Most of the participants successfully blocked falling balls during the trials. This design for conducting experiments without tone provides a reference for experimental data analysis. Compared with the release time without tone, when the participants released the baffle for a longer time, the moving speed of the ball was underestimated. On the contrary, when the participants released the baffle for a shorter time, the speed of the ball was overestimated.

In Experiment 1, we used two measures: One was the baffle release time, that is, the reaction time of the participants from the beginning of the experiment to the press of the left mouse button, which could reflect...
Table 3. ANOVA results of all factors and their interactions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>$\eta_p^2$</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>exp</td>
<td>1, 22</td>
<td>573.38</td>
<td>.963</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>height</td>
<td>1, 22</td>
<td>14,866.49</td>
<td>.999</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exp:height</td>
<td>1, 22</td>
<td>4.89</td>
<td>.182</td>
<td>0.038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tone</td>
<td>1.75, 38.41</td>
<td>86.50</td>
<td>.797</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exp:tone</td>
<td>1.75, 38.41</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td>0.912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>speed</td>
<td>2.45, 53.92</td>
<td>131,824.86</td>
<td>&gt;.999</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exp:speed</td>
<td>2.45, 53.92</td>
<td>32.41</td>
<td>.596</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>height:tone</td>
<td>1.91, 42.06</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>0.968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exp:height:tone</td>
<td>1.91, 42.06</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>height:speed</td>
<td>2.53, 55.72</td>
<td>3,011.90</td>
<td>.993</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exp:height:speed</td>
<td>2.53, 55.72</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>.034</td>
<td>0.498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tone:speed</td>
<td>4.71, 103.64</td>
<td>7.79</td>
<td>.262</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exp:tone:speed</td>
<td>4.71, 103.64</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>0.999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>height:tone:speed</td>
<td>3.81, 83.81</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>.013</td>
<td>0.869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exp:height:tone:speed</td>
<td>3.81, 83.81</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>.009</td>
<td>0.937</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

...the action effect of the participants. The other was the rating of the ball speed: The higher the score was, the faster the ball was thought to be, which could reflect the participants’ perception effect. In the analysis of the baffle release time, we found that the pitch significantly affected the baffle release time, while the interaction between pitch and height was not significant, and the interaction between pitch and speed was significant. In addition, under the influence of low tone, the time of releasing the baffle to block the low-speed ball was significantly longer, which indicated that the participants generally believed that the low-speed ball moved more slowly under the influence of low tone.

On the contrary, under the influence of high tone, the time of releasing the baffle to block the high-speed ball was significantly shorter, which indicated that the participants generally believed that the high-speed ball moved faster under the influence of high tone. In addition, we found that the effect of high tone on the speed perception of low-speed balls and low tone on the speed perception of high-speed balls was not significant when compared with the release time without tone. PSE analysis more intuitively reflects the perceived effect of pitch on speed: Pitch significantly affects perceived speed. Compared with the speed score without pitch, the speed score at the low tone was significantly lower, and the speed score at the high tone was significantly higher. The experimental data of PSE and baffle release time both show that the low-speed ball appeared slower under the influence of low tone, while the high-speed ball appeared faster under the influence of high tone.

In the Experiment 2, participants did not know how fast the ball was moving before the experiment and were not asked to rate the speed of the ball after each trial. From the data analysis, we still found the effect of pitch on the baffle release time, and the interaction between pitch and height was not significant, while the interaction between pitch and speed was significant. This is consistent with the result of Experiment 1. Similarly, under the influence of low tone, the time of releasing the baffle to block the low-speed ball was significantly longer. On the contrary, under the influence of high tone, the time of releasing the baffle to block the high-speed ball was significantly shorter. Combining the data from Experiment 1 and Experiment 2, we found that the effect of pitch on the baffle release time was significant, while the interaction between experiment and pitch was not significant. Therefore, we concluded that pitch significantly affects baffle release time regardless of whether an explicit speed judgment...
was made, suggesting that the association between pitch and motion speed was not arbitrary and that there is indeed a consistent mapping.

There is a consistent mapping between pitch and vertical position, with high pitch and low pitch causing attention to shift to higher or lower positions. This relationship may affect participants’ judgments of the ball’s falling height, which in turn affects the baffle release time. However, our results ruled out this possibility: The interaction between pitch and height was not significant in the analysis of the baffle release time data from Experiment 1 and Experiment 2, as well as the PSE data from Experiment 1, indicating that different pitch effects did not affect participants’ judgments of the ball height. However, the interaction between pitch and speed is significant. Specifically, under the influence of low tone, the moving speed of the low-speed ball was underestimated; under the influence of high tone, the speed of the high-speed ball was overestimated. Thus, the effect of pitch on the baffle release time depended on participants’ judgments of the ball’s speed of movement.

The release of the baffle was catapulted, so after the button was clicked, the participant was unable to influence the experiment in any way. This was for the initial action and did not involve successive actions. Therefore, both the explicit judgment and the release time of the baffle can reflect the effect of pitch, because both measures are driven by the same perceptual information. Moreover, this experiment excluded explanations related to memory. In some experiments, participants were required to estimate the properties of certain objects without exposure, thus concluding that it was memory rather than perception that affects perception (Witt & Proffitt, 2005). However, in our experiment, the movement of the ball was continuously visible, and the movement of releasing the baffle occurred during the movement of the ball, so memory was not involved in the whole experiment. In addition, in our Experiment 1, the participants would take an experimental block before the experimental block, which weakened the training and learning ability of the participants in the process to some extent. From the above analysis, it appeared that auditory pitch did affect the perception of motion speed. The low-speed ball appeared slower under the influence of low tone, while the high-speed ball appeared faster under the influence of high tone.

**Conclusion**

There is a cross-modal mapping relationship between auditory pitch and several visual properties, such as size, shape, light and shade, and vertical position, but the relationship between auditory pitch and motion speed is unexplored. This study focused on the correlation between auditory pitch and motion speed. Besides the clear judgment of the speed of motion, this experiment also used an action measure, that is, releasing a baffle to block the movement of the ball. The data showed that regardless of whether there was a clear judgment of motion speed, the timing to release the baffle was influenced by auditory pitch. Since the baffle was released as the ball moved and there was no additional blocking strategy, the results ruled out explanations related to memory and need. The experiment showed that auditory pitch affects the perception of motion speed, with the high-speed ball appearing faster at high pitch and the low-speed ball appearing slower at low pitch.
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